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To the student body of any college, the alumni are a remote entity. Yet within the next four-year period each one of you will become an alumnus of this school.

Gorham Teachers College, since its early years when it was a normal school, has enjoyed truly enviable prestige in educational circles throughout the eastern United States as well as beyond the Atlantic seaboard states. True, we have had outstanding administration as well as faculty. But what really establishes a prestige for any school is its graduates—its graduates who render to society the kind of service that is worthwhile, efficient, and exemplary. The graduates of this school, past and present, have rendered that kind of successful service which has reflected credit to themselves, and prestige to Gorham. This
prestige in turn reflects confidence and pride within us—the present incumbents at Gorham State Teachers College.

The alumni of this school are as interested in the present and future welfare of Gorham as are the graduates of any school—as you will be when you will have become an alumnus.

MEN'S DORMITORY

Last June at the annual meeting, the alumni voted to initiate a drive for a $5,000 fund to be contributed toward helping to insure the building of a men's dorm on campus. Both the administration and the alumni have recognized the long-felt need for such a facility. Two years ago, Dr. Bailey, in cooperation with the State Dept. of Education, had plans drawn for a dormitory building to house one hundred men. A bill was introduced in the legislature and it received favorable consideration. Had the 94th legislature voted a broad state-wide taxation law—like a general-sales or other general tax measure to provide additional needed funds, we might have had, by this time, a men's dorm in operation.

The proposal for a men's dorm will be presented again to the current legislature. The alumni, to show their interest in seeing the project become an accomplishment, have taken the action of raising a token fund. This information will be conveyed to the legislature by representatives of your alumni when the hearing on the bill comes up.

BIG GAME

Thursday, Feb. 6th, with the enthusiastic cooperation of Coach Bodnarik, an alumni team (the "oldsters") will play Gorham State—and our junior varsity will line up against Gorham High in Russell Gym. The proceeds from this "night of fun" will be added to the building fund.

We, therefore, are inviting the faculty and student body—you, future alumni—to join us in fun and moral support to help achieve another milestone for our school, for ourselves, and for all future Gorhamites.

S. A. Brocato

Coach Bodnarik tells us that if his boys can get out of sick bay, where most of them have been at one time or another during the past few games, the lineup for GSTC students will include Hansch, Jackson, Kenney, Darling, Koeika, Pecoraro, Hall, Stanton, and Gold. Capt. Andre is practice teaching at this time, but is expected to be on deck at the last seasonal game. The names Kenney, Darling, Pecoraro, and Stanton have recently appeared on the sick list. You've done a great job anyhow, boys.

The Alumni combine consists of youngsters who captured the N. Eng. Teachers Conference in '37-38. They are: Phil Garber, John Ham, Cal Austin, Hal Charlton, Burt Curtis, Joe Rines, and Paul Baldwin. Others of earlier and later years who will spell the ex-champs at the end of the first two minutes are: Tom Vail, Eddie Butchelder, Ed Hadlock, Ray Knight, Stanton Curtis, Hal Mullman, Lou Arey, and Bill Jordan.

The alumni cagers are out to revenge their "professional" dignity, and will endeavor to show the future pedagogues a trick or two in the art of Basketball.

Hal Charlton

Don't miss it gang!!! You'll surely get your money's worth.

Eds.